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the sonic unleashed website has been a major hub of information for fans of sonic and its sequels and spin-
offs. notable features include the sonic unleashed wiki, a place for fans to submit fanart, write fanfiction,

and voice their opinions about the sonic franchise in general. a sonic unleashed section was also added in
the now defunct official forum, featuring discussion topics and forums, the current team behind the

unleashed website also posted a statement on the demise of the sonic and sonic universe forums. the sonic
unleashed soundtrack was composed by jun senoue, his first major soundtrack. the main themes of the

game were composed by jun senoue, while the first level theme and the werehog theme were composed by
keith chan and nobuo uematsu, respectively. the game also features a re-recorded version of the game's
main theme, "showdown". sonic unleashed was released in japan on march 3, 2006. the wii version of the
game was released in japan on march 7, 2009. the north american version is included as a part of the wii
console's virtual console service. the playstation 3 version of the game was released in north america on
july 18, 2006. a gamecube version was planned to be released for north america on june 29, 2006, but it

was cancelled due to the closure of sega of america. it was announced on september 6, 2006 that the
gamecube version of the game was going to be available on the wii virtual console in north america. on the

side, there was also a strong emphasis on creating a long-term friendly relationship between sonic and
chao. and perhaps the most noteworthy aspect of the game is that there is no final boss, instead, the game
is concluded with the player being able to play with the chao individually, which is done by turning off the

game and returning to the title screen. sonic unleashed was released for the playstation 2, xbox and
gamecube systems in north america on september 9, 2007. the xbox version was released on october 2,
2007. the gamecube version was released in japan on october 10, 2007, in europe on october 11, 2007,
and in australia on october 12, 2007. [11] the playstation 2 version was released on october 23, 2007.
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sonic unleashed received the japan game awards as "game of the year" in 2007. during that time, sega
released an online demo, which featured sonic in motion capture to show off some of the game's features.

a special sonic unleashed cover was also released which was slightly altered from the standard game
cover. [13] sonic unleashed was released on the xbox 360 and playstation 3. the xbox 360 version was the
last of the three consoles to be released. the playstation 3 version features both hd resolution graphics and
6.1 surround sound. the sonic unleashed for the xbox 360 and playstation 3 feature exclusive content such
as access to the special secret level, "eggman's overload," and extra playable characters. sonic unleashed
was also released in japan in the role of sega ages, with the contents being the sega ages classics version

of sonic the hedgehog 2 and the enhanced version of sonic the hedgehog 3. there is also a sonic unleashed
multiplayer, which is a single-player game, in the role of sega ages. this version of the game is set in the
sideways world, which is a parallel universe where sonic and amy are both married. the special edition of

sonic unleashed is a 2-disc compilation, with the dvd disc containing the original game, and the second disc
containing additional content. the special edition of sonic unleashed was released in japan as sonic & sega
all-stars racing transformed: sonic unleashed. sonic unleashed was released for the wii. due to poor sales,

the nintendo wii version of sonic unleashed was cancelled. in 2014, sega announced that they were
bringing sonic unleashed to the wii u, but no release date was given. 5ec8ef588b
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